What does “Made in USA” Mean?
The words “Made in the USA” can mean a lot these days. The US Federal Trade Commission has more than a few things to say about what this means. In the USA, it is illegal to claim that a product is made in the USA when it is actually manufactured somewhere else. For more information about US Trade Laws, please visit the Federal Trade Commission website.

What It Means To Us:
NOVA TECH International is proud to be a manufacturer of the highest quality, industrial hot knife, hole punch and cut-to-length equipment available.

We believe this means -
• Sourcing quality products from as close to our manufacturing facility as possible, even if that means we have to pay a little more for them;
• Local economies are stronger by employing craftsmen, engineers, machinists and artists;
• Having efficient control over the safety, quality and finish of our products;
• Your assurance of a high-quality, reliable cutting machine!

Where Our Products Come From
From top to bottom, your major cutting machine components originated from these USA locations:

A) Enclosure: North Carolina
B) Springs: Texas
C) Frame, arms and hinges: Indiana
D) Machined knives, punches & tooling: Virginia
E) Stainless covers, clips & guards: North Carolina
F) Heaters: Missouri & Michigan
G) Insulators: North Carolina